
Drill starts with 2 's and 2 's on each half wall.  's are

shooting on red goalie and  's are shooting on black goalie

 spots puck in corner, two players from each team jump off

line to get puck

If   retrieves, they transition back to their end and pass to

players on half wall - but if   retrieves, they stay on same side

and compete 4v2 in the split zone

Key Points

Use the point support, these players need to stay on half wall

Quick transitions from zone to zone

On whistle,  skates with puck and weaves through pylons at

blue line

At the same time,   follows the play, weaving through pylons

and net

Players come out of last pylon strong and play a 1v1

Progressions:
D start with puck and pass to forwards to initiate drill

Forward can skate around any number of cones (or go back

through some, purple line) before attacking

Key Points

 faces forward the entire time, pivots around obstacles

 cuts hard around pylons and keeps pace up

HCF 14U Week 12- Transitions

Theme- Transitions. Gap up, attack quickly to take advantage.

Small Area Game - 4 vs 2 Transition 8 mins
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Set up the zone as shown, be creative if the game has to be played in a
larger/smaller area. Break kids up so 4-5 are in the "out�eld" and 2-3
are "at bat"or can make two equal teams (keep kids active). Player at bat
pass/shoot the puck with a "fair hit (between tires) in the zone and
races to skate around cones and back to goalline. Players in out�eld
must complete X number passes before shot on goal (depends on skill).
To get batter out they must score (or just get shot on goal) before the
player crosses the goal line. For a "homerun" batter makes it all the way
back to goal line or goalie freezes the puck. Keep score if teams are
even numbers. 
Progressions:

Change number of passes required before shot can be taken (0-

everyone must touch the puck)

Change skating technique for the batter

Require certain types of passes for �elders

Place a coach or obstacles in the �eld to increase awareness

Key Points

Players in the out�eld need to move around to be an option for a

pass, can follow puck up to net for rebounds.

Be in a good position to get a pass, move towards the net.

Change players around so everyone can bat.

1 tries to attack the inside of the ice

2 tries to defend the inside of the ice

Part 1 (controlled, 3 reps)

2 is following 1 and applies light pressure

1 is working on getting the inside. Leaning low, pushing on

the outside leg and knee drive with the inside leg

Players do �gure 8 three times and 2 allows 1 to attack the

net

Part 2 (non-controlled)

It's a 1 vs 1 battle

1 can attack the net at any moment, but only if they use the

power push to get inside the defender

This is an offense, defense, out game. Two  start on offense trying to
score with two  on defense. When the defensive players get the puck
they must skate it out to the top of the circle before passing it to the
next players in line who attack trying to score. The players that were on
offense are now on defense. Game is continuous.
Progression

Can expand to play in the entire zone, 3v3 or 4v4. 

Key Points

Create passing/shooting lanes

Make a play on defense to get the puck out. Don't let next group

stand on boards hoping for a rim for change of possession

Baseball 8 mins

Power Push - Battle Drill 8 mins
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2v2 Transition Game 8 mins
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On whistle attack 2v0 with  backchecking to create 2v2 battle,
play it out. On whistle teams switch roles ( become defenders and 

become offense) but all players must skate around tires before
playing the puck and engaging in the play.

Set one net in the standard position in the crease and a second

net between the circles, facing the blue line.

Play 3 vs 3 in the zone with a support player along each wall.

Players must pass to one of the support players on change of

possession before attempting to score. Support players can

move laterally along the wall and must pass back to the team that

passes to them.

Teams can score on either net.

Key Points

Encourage offensive creativity and deception.

Emphasize awareness, communication and puck support in

quick transitions.

2v2 reload 8 mins
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3 vs 3 Levels 10 mins


